America Welcomes Pres. Abboud of Sudan 10/4-15/61

USIS

16mm, color, sof, 1035', “a” wind

Good pix.
Abboud's visit to the US included stops in Washington, Los Angeles, Chicago and New York. There is only a small amount of JFK footage in this film but these shots seem a little better than those usually in the USIS films.

Shot List
0-#3
2' Credits
7' Title
23' Action start-Washington sites (monuments etc.)
33' Abboud’s arrival at Andrew's Air Force Base
49' Plane touches down
58' Shots of military
72' Abboud debarks is greeted by President John F. Kennedy (JFK) (long shot)
83' Military ceremonies
88' JFK’s welcoming remarks Public Papers 1961, #402
124' Abboud’s remarks
162' Motorcade leaves air field
189' JFK and Abboud ride to Blair House, pose for pictures
200' JFK leaves for White House
212' Washington sites
250' Night time shots of Washington
254' State Dinner at White House in honor of Pres. Abboud
256' Abboud arrives
260' Receiving line, JFK, Abboud
270' JFK, First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy, Abboud enter dining room
280' Abboud and companions leave Blair House for tour of Washington
315' Abboud meets with JFK in Oval Office
332' Abboud leaves the White House
380' Press Club luncheon in Washington, Abboud speaks
482' Dinner at Mayflower given by Abboud in honor of JFK
504' Nice shot of JFK and Abboud in receiving line
524' Los Angeles, aerial shots
528' Arrival to L.A.
630' Tour of cotton industry in California (?) by Abboud
660' Arrival at San Francisco of Abboud and entourage
712' Arrival of Abboud at Chicago
780' Abboud in New York
803' Ticker tape parade
820' - Abboud visits the Empire State Building
846' - Abboud addresses the General Assembly at the U.N.
1000' - Mood shots of sunset
1036' - end action